
showed 155°. When I discovered
that the dealer had two of the sen-
sors in stock, I had a good idea
that the problem had been found.
The new sensor gave me realistic

values and the problem was fixed.
That model has a variable displace-
ment compressor and it was inter-
esting to watch the evaporator
temperature while on a road test.
It dropped rapidly, then slowed
and finally just stopped at 42°. (It
was probably 95° outside at the
time). This feature has many val-
ues, as the list of data is compre-

hensive — engine temperature,
engine speed, vehicle speed, bat-
tery voltage — to name a few.

Pulling Fault Codes
The procedures for pulling Fault
Codes go like this (see Chart 3 on
page 55): Turn on the ignition,
and set the left temperature to
“HI” and the right temperature to
“LO.” Then, simultaneously press
buttons “Rest” and “EC” for five or
more seconds. All of this must be
done within 20 seconds. The
“Recirculate” button will flash its
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Diagnostic 
Trouble Activated flap Right display Nominal Value/Air output
Code

0 All LO No flaps are activated (closed)
HI All flaps opened (activated)

1 Left diverter flap LO Left center outlet closed
HI Left center outlet opened, cold air

2 Right diverter flap LO Right center outlet closed
HI Right center outlet opened, cold air

3 Left blend air flap LO Left center outlet closed.
HI Left center outlet, warm air

4 Right blend air flap LO Right center outlet, closed
HI Right center outlet, warm air

5 Left defroster flap LO Side defroster leak air
long stroke HI Side defroster maximum air

6 Left defroster flap long LO Left defroster outlet closed
and short stroke HI Left defroster outlet opened

7 Right defroster flap, LO Right defroster flap open, leak air
long stroke HI Right defroster flap opened

8 Right defroster flap LO Right defroster flap closed
long and short stroke HI Right defroster flap opened

9 Main air flap long LO Fresh air flow
stroke HI Recirculated air 80%

10 Main air flap long and LO Fresh air flow
short stroke HI Recirculated air 100%

11 Left footwell air flap LO Left footwell air flap closed
long stroke HI Left footwell air flap opened, leak air

12 Left footwell flap, long LO Left footwell flap, leak air
and short stroke HI Left footwell flap, opened

13 Right footwell flap, LO Right footwell flap, closed
long stroke HI Right footwell flap opened, leak air

14 Right footwell flap, long LO Right footwell flap, leak air
and short stroke HI Right footwell flap, opened

15 All flaps LO No flaps are activated (closed)
HI All flaps are activated (opened)

Chart 2: Diagnosis — Individual Flap Test
(via A/C Pushbutton Control Module [N22])

Continues to page 54
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